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An easy-to-use interface to a wide
variety of OpenSSL certificate
operations such as generation,
signing, creation of certificate

requests, and creation of self-signed
certificates. 177 Ga. App. 755
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(1986) 341 S.E.2d 777
DEPARTMENT OF

TRANSPORTATION v. JONES et
al. 71725. Court of Appeals of

Georgia. Decided April 9, 1986.
John A. Howell, Jr., for appellant.

Bradford A. Johnson, for appellees.
BANKE, Presiding Judge. The

question presented is whether the
Department of Transportation was

required to provide public road maps
at the junction of two highways

under construction. On September
12, 1984, the automobile of the

appellee-plaintiff Jones was struck
from behind by a motor vehicle
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being driven by the appellant-
defendant Smalls. Smalls and his

passenger were each killed as a result
of the collision. Jones's theory of

recovery against the State was based
upon Smalls' alleged negligent

failure to yield the right of way to
him, and thus the State was held

liable for the loss of his life under
the doctrine of respondeat superior.
The evidence showed that the two
highways involved in the collision

were under construction at the time
of the collision, but that there were

public road maps at the construction
site containing the relevant highway
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numbers. Jones contended that the
failure to provide maps at the

construction site was a proximate
cause of his loss of life. The trial

court submitted the case to the jury
under these special circumstances,
along with a charge that the State
was not an insurer of the safety of
persons injured within its right of

way, and that it was not responsible
for the acts or omissions of a driver
of a vehicle driven off the highway.
The jury returned a $50,000 verdict

for Jones, and the State appeals.
Held: As a general rule, "one of the

duties of a contractor building a
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public highway is to provide public
road maps for the guidance of those
who travel upon the road." Simmons
v. State, 126 Ga. App. 53, 54 (190

SE2d 909) (1972); see also OCGA §
32-6-46 (Code Ann. § 95A-1006).

There is no corresponding duty upon
the State as the owner of the land to
provide such maps. Our cases have

not specifically so held, but the
reason for this is implicit in OCGA §

32-
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toolkit intended to provide SSL/TLS
protocol capabilities to developers. It

can be used in a variety of ways,
from cryptographic protocols such as
public key cryptography and digital
signatures, to development tasks like

key generation, encryption and
decryption, protocols such as

S/MIME and SSLv3/TLS/DTLS, and
more.Slideshow ( 2 images )
LONDON (Reuters) - British

lawmakers are considering starting a
new indefinite hunger strike at a

former jail in northern England to
protest against its use as a

deportation centre, the group behind
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it said on Saturday. The Campaign
Against Political Correctness

(CAMP), which began its 24-hour
hunger strike on Thursday evening,
is protesting against a “draconian”

Home Office policy on hunger
strikes in prisons that allow prisoners
only for “purely religious fasts”. The
government says it carefully assesses
all hunger strikes, and advocates only
halting them in cases where lives are
at risk. The group said it had been

threatened with immediate
relocation to a “separate facility” at

HMP Nottingham. “CAMP members
would commit to a period of
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indefinite hunger strike, entering
into a campaign of civil disobedience
against the Home Office policy that
allows only ‘purely religious fasts’,”
said the group, in a statement on its

website (www.camp-faa.org).
“CAMP invite other political

prisoners to join the fast.” The Royal
Air Force base used as an

immigration removal centre in Great
Barr has been temporarily closed, the

government said. The government
said the military-run site had

operated in line with Home Office
policy on hunger strikes and it would
be conducting a review of the asylum
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system. The Ministry of Defence
added that a number of officers had

been involved in handling asylum
seekers at the base., the test results

have become “immaterial and
immaterial” because “[m]ore than

three days have elapsed between the
evidentiary hearing in the district

court on [their] Motion to Suppress
and the time of the trial.” We also

observe, as did the district court, that
continued use of Pepsi’s drug tests
might cause the remaining tests to

yield invalid results, thus indicating
the need for continued testing.

09e8f5149f
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OpenSSLUI 

eEasy Software is proud to announce
the release of OpenSSLUI, the
easiest SSL toolkit to use.
OpenSSLUI is a GUI for OpenSSL
based on the Windows User
Interface toolkit. What is
OpenSSLUI? OpenSSLUI is an easy-
to-use GUI for OpenSSL. It is a
simple tool that offers the most
commonly used OpenSSL operations
with a Windows GUI. eEasy
Software is proud to announce the
release of OpenSSLUI, the easiest
SSL toolkit to use. OpenSSLUI is a
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GUI for OpenSSL based on the
Windows User Interface toolkit.
eEasy Software is proud to announce
the release of OpenSSLUI, the
easiest SSL toolkit to use.
OpenSSLUI is a GUI for OpenSSL
based on the Windows User
Interface toolkit. OpenSSLUI -
Import certificate and private key
The program comes with all features
needed to get the job done, with the
typical 3 tabs one first needs to go
through so as to make the app start
and run: *** Software Info *** The
first tab contains information about
the app and how it is maintained.
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The second tab contains a list of all
available operations and the third
one contains more details about each
operation. *** Keys *** The keys
tab allows you to create a key pair,
add an existing RSA, SHA512
password or import a certificate and
the associated private key. RSA
private keys can be generated in the
Windows and Linux formats. RSA
public keys can be generated in
X509 and PEM format. Certificates
can be generated in X509 or
PKCS#12 formats. *** Install ***
The Install tab installs
OpenSSLUI.exe on the target
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computer and imports the keys and
certificates from the save file. ***
Start *** The start tab allows you to
start OpenSSLUI with only the
certificate file to use. OpenSSLUI
was created for all OpenSSL
enthusiasts, in particular for
beginners. **OpenSSLUI Key
Features** • Create a self-signed
certificate, import a certificate and
private key from file, import a
certificate from an existing file •
Use OCSP to validate the certificates
• Sign file and import your
certificate to a PKCS12 file format •
More functions including RSA
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private and public key generation
and support for PKCS#8 files •
Export keys in the PEM and
PKCS#8 formats • Export
certificates in the X509 and
PKCS#12 formats • Includes

What's New In?

OpenSSLUI is an advanced and
versatile interface for OpenSSL. It
will help you sign and encrypt a
number of files and such, and you
might consider using it for signing
certificates for your programs.
Download OpenSSLUI Make your
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Code Open Source Open Source
Software Open Source Software,
usually abbreviated to OSS or FOSS
(Free and Open Source Software), is
a category of software that has the
following characteristics: Its source
code is available to anyone, usually
for free Anyone is able to modify
the code and redistribute it to others
Anyone is able to modify the code
and submit their changes back to the
project A project with these
characteristics is also commonly
referred to as Open Source, an Open
Source project, or Open Source
Software. Etymology The word open
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source is a portmanteau of open peer
review and source. Peer review is the
concept of a community of people
checking and approving published
work, just as with all published
scientific research. The source of an
open source project is its source
code, and open source is discussed
from the perspective of free
software in particular. History Open
source was originally a commercial
marketing term coined by Ari
Luotonen, a former chairman of the
Open Source Initiative. The term
"open source" was adopted by
several commercial companies as a
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marketing term for their projects,
with the intention of establishing a
worldwide brand for software that
was openly developed, freely
distributed, and shared among its
users. As the Open Source Initiative
was preparing for the OSI's first
conference in 1998, Luotonen put
together a list of "open source"
companies and projects. The idea of
open source marketing was actively
being considered in other companies
with various business models, which
led to the exclusion of one of the
initiators from the definition.
Definition Open source software is
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software whose license grants the
recipient of that software the
freedom to study, change, and
distribute its source code. An
important feature of open source
software is that it is the product of
the community it is based on, so the
project is not controlled by an
organization. In contrast to free
software, open source is not
necessarily licensed under the GNU
General Public License (GPL), so an
open source software application
may be non-free. To be considered
open source, a software application
must be available to the community,
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and have a license allowing for
modifications
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System Requirements:

Comes with an internet connection
and recommended hardware.
Minimum system requirements for
StarCraft II: Wings of Liberty: CPU:
Intel Core i3/i5/i7 - Intel's Xeon is
not supported. Memory: 4 GB RAM
Videocard: Intel HD Graphics 4000
or compatible AMD Radeon HD
5000 or higher. Wings of Liberty
uses a unique version of the
StarCraft II Battle.net client. It's not
compatible with the StarCraft II
client found on Battle.net, and you
will need to download and install a
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separate version of the client
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